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SENTIERS PRIVES IS INTRODUCING
ITS TEAM
You already know our programs, travels and creations.
Discover the core of our DMC : A passionate team that thrive for client’s
happiness !

Passionated by Canadian’s wilderness and specialized in its unique culture. We are
at your service and aim to offer nothing but the best !
Personalized advise, attention to detail and we are always driven by discovering
new exhilarating experiences.
Sentiers Prives’ strength resides in its product knowledge and its fantastic team
where each personal skills complement the other to accomplish on common goal.
Designing unique and off beaten tracks itineraries.

Eastern Canada Team
You can find the Eastern Canada team on the south shore of
Montréal !

YOANN RONSIN
Guide and helicopter & seaplane specialist
Founder of Sentiers Prives, Yoann

Thanks to his outstanding hands on

made Canada is home 17 years

knowledge, his all you can wish for as

ago.

your Quebec guide.

the

He is also the point of contact for any

outdoors, he first started as a hiking

question related to our unique fly

guide.

and fly program.

Following

his

passion

for

His
His personal motto : Excellence!

passion

for

helicopters

seaplane is contagious.

and

“His attention to detail and excellence, turns each travel into perfection”

LAETITIA RAISOIR
French speaking market specialist
Lifelong traveler and nature lover,

Mother of 2, she is the best advice you

Laetitia dropped her suitcases in

can ask for when it comes to family

Canada in 2005.

vacation. She also deals with our

After visiting many countries, this is

service providers on daily basis,

the one she picked to create a

maintaining amazing relationships

family. Her tourism education and

and quality control. We consider this

background helped her develop

is the way to create a strong quality

incredible organisation skills and a

bond between your expectations and

keen eye for logistic management.

the service we are providing.

“When she is organizing your vacations, you know you won’t have to worry
about anything ! ”

Western Canada

LORY JOLY
Western Canada Manager
With over 15 years in the tourism

Finally, she became the Western

industry,

Canada manager for Sentiers Prives.

she

has

experienced

She is your pass to success for your

many aspects of the job.
In Canada only, since she arrived in
2011, she successively taken the role
of

“office

manager”,

“program

coordinator” and “logistic manager”
in the Canadian Rockies.

stay in this part of the country.
Not only she will provide the best
advice to put together the itinerary of
your dream, but she will also be
overviewing how the trip unfolds and
assists your client on site.

“Websites and brochures can only take you so far… Having her assisting
with a traveling experience is an unevaluable asset”

Communication

DOROTHÉE VIGAN
Marketing & Communication Manager

With

her

unshakable

optimism,

Dorothée was born a traveller.
With

numerous

professional

Dorothée’s informative newsletters,

travels

and

experiences,

she

especially enjoys combining her
skills in communication and
travels promotion, especially those

from Sentiers Prives.

Your travel experience starts with

photo

packages

brochures

and

interactive maps.

At the moment, we can find her
working

hard

on

our

upcoming

website.

“She especially enjoys combining her skills in communication and travels
promotion”

